
KEY BENEFITS

 > Automates the updates that  
can secure your system

 > Predictable annual cost helps  
you avoid surprises and  
budget effectively

 > Operating System patches are 
pre-tested with VIDA® systems 
for continuity of mission-critical 
communication services

to a management server. This agent  
also compares endpoint compliance 
against defined policies, such as 
mandatory patch levels.

Your organization can quickly create a 
report showing which endpoints need 
updates and then distribute them within 
minutes. IT administrators can safely  
and rapidly patch Windows®, Linux®  
and UNIX® operating systems without  
domain-specific knowledge or expertise.

Once deployed, SUMS+ works to 
continually reassess the endpoint status  
to confirm successful installation and  
to update the management server in  
real time. 

SUMS+ works to continually acquire, test, 
package and distribute multiple patch 
policies at once, removing considerable 
patch management overhead. 

How does it work? The SUMS+ automation 
agent continuously monitors and reports 
endpoint state, including patch levels,  

SECURITY UPDATE MANAGED 
SERVICES (SUMS )

ENHANCE SECURITY WITH AUTOMATED PATCHES

With multiple operating systems to maintain and new software 
vulnerabilities exposed daily, protecting your infrastructure is critical. 
That’s why you need a way to assess, deploy and manage security 
patches efficiently. Security Update Managed Services (SUMS+) 
addresses that need with an automated patch process.
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SUBSCRIPTION OPTIONS
SUMS+ subscriptions can be purchased 
as part of a L3Harris Managed Services 
plan on an annual basis or through 
discounted multi-year plans. Fees are 
based on the size and complexity of 
the customer’s system.

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION 
The single-year commitment is paid 
annually. The plan allows the first-time 
buyer to discover the investment  
value of L3Harris Managed Services 
and SUMS+ without making a  
long-term commitment.

MULTI-YEAR SINGLE 
INSTALLMENT
This plan offers a significant discount 
for a one-time payment covering 
several years of L3Harris Managed 
Services with SUMS+.

MULTI-YEAR ANNUAL PAYMENT
The fixed annual fee for a multi-year 
commitment option complements 
long-term planning with a predictable 
cost over the term of the contract. 

Technical specifications are subject to change without notice.  
Product sales are subject to applicable U.S. export control laws.

SUMS  PROVIDES THE IMPORTANT 
UPDATES YOU NEED
SUMS+ is available as part of a L3Harris Managed Services plan. It’s designed  
to provide and continually apply periodic security updates.  

 > Continually manages patches for multiple operating systems and applications  
across hundreds of endpoints

 > Reduce security and compliance risk by slashing remediation cycles from weeks  
to days and hours

 > Gain greater visibility into patch compliance with flexible, real-time monitoring  
and reporting

 > Provide up-to-date visibility and control from a single management console

SOFTWARE RELEASE NOTES
Each software update includes Software Release Notes. These technical documents 
detail the following:

 > Product Vulnerability Alert (PVA) resolution or mitigation information

 > Software and hardware compatibility and information, where applicable

TELEPHONE SUPPORT
The Technical Assistance Center (TAC) in Lynchburg, Virginia provides telephone support 
for installation from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. (ET), Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays.

U.S. and Canada: 1-800-528-7711  |  Worldwide: +1-434-385-2400
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